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From Your Chapter Director
Wings Over the Smokies 2018 is in the books and I truly enjoyed. 19
members from NC-X attended the rally. Thank you to all that
volunteered to help out working registration with the Chapter on
Thursday afternoon. Roy, Cindy and the District team did one awesome
job pulling together the event. Haywood county fairgrounds is a great
venue and the District team really put on a FUN rally. Having opening
and closing in Rally Central worked out really well.
Our own James and Debra Lawler was selected District Couple of the
Year. Congratulations James and Debra.
By the way we supported the Vendors spending hundreds of dollars. If your weren‘t there you
missed a good time meeting and fellowshipping with new and old friends, the vendors, the
rides and the activities.
NC-X is gearing up for our 3rd annual X-toberFest event scheduled for October 13h at Capital
Power Sport. We need all Chapter members to come out and support our event by
volunteering to assist with activities. As a team we will make this a great mini-rally for our
visitors. If you haven’t done so by now get your door prizes to one of the staff members or
bring to the Rally Saturday morning. I am asking all NC-X Chapter members to come early at
7:30 to help with setup. Breakfast sandwiches and coffee will be provided. All hands are
needed to cover different areas of the event. Afterward stay over to help with tear down and
cleanup. In the meantime don’t wait to be asked, volunteer your services.
A few of us are going to NC-E2 poker run on the 7th to support their fund raiser. NC-C2 Myrtle
Beach the weekend is October 26th – 28th. This is always a fun weekend. NC-N Toys for Tots
event is November 17th. Gifts on Cycles event annual O’Berry Center ride is Saturday
December 1st. Our Christmas party will take the place of our December gathering. John
Rooney is hosting the Christmas party this year. Date to be determined. November 11th will
be our last Chapter gathering for the year.

Until next month “Ride Safe and Have Fun”
John
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From Your Membership Enhancement Coordinators
State Parks Challenge, WOtS, DCOY
Boy, have Glenn and I had fun doing the State Park Challenge!!
We’ve learned lots about our state (one state park includes a
convention center; the Rockefellers had a NC vacation home, for
example). We’ve had some great rides (Smith Lake area is
beautiful), some undesirable rides (riding on gravel longer than
we expected), ides in the rain (our Smith Lake stamps dissolved
before we even got them to the bike )
and it’s been fairly easy to incorporate into our usual “goings” (just as we were going to
Wing Ding for example, we took back roads [far better than I-40] and visited a couple of
parks). We have sent in our copies of our passport signature page twice—that means we’ve
visited more than 20 parks. (I can’t wait to find out what our prizes are!) What prizes did
you get? How many stamps do you have? It’s time to find out. Please send me your personal
totals
(NC-X members) or your chapter totals (all CDs). Remember, the ice cream party winner will
be announced at X-toberfest.
Speaking of X-toberfest, all you who did not go to WOtS, here is your opportunity to catch-up
with friends you missed seeing. Capital Power Sports, 10920 Star Road, Wake Forest NC
Saturday October 13, 2018 - 9:00 A.M. – 2:00 P.M. We promise good friends, good food
and good prizes. See ya there!
And finally congratulations to James and Debra Lawler, our new NC District
Couple of the Year!

Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Membership Enhancement Coordinators
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“The Big Goodbye”
Not to worry – we are not going anywhere. It is just that our year of serving as North
Carolina’s District Couple of the Year (2017-2018) has come to a close. And what a
wonderful year it was for us. We cherished every minute.
What was so wonderful about it was that it was the springboard from which we were able to
make contacts and build relationships with so many of you across the state. Relationships
that will continue beyond the tenure of our office.
Hopefully, we all recognize that it is these relationships and friendships that form the glue
that holds an organization like GWRRA together and creates the family bond.
The Couples Program is the glue factory of GWRRA.
We tried hard to expand participation in the program across the state and want to encourage
all chapters to honor their dedicated members by appointing them as your Chapter Couple of
the Year. It is not a job to be filled - It is an honor to be bestowed. We wish James and
Debra Lawler great success in the coming year with a special thanks to both them and Lamar
and Sara Shelly for standing for selection this year.
In closing, we want to thank everyone that was so supportive of our efforts. Our sincere
thanks to the entire District Team (with special thanks to Sue and Charles Langley for their
constant encouragement), Chapter Directors across the State and most of all a special thanks
to all of you for supporting us as your District Couple of the Year.

Joy and Glenn Kennedy
District Couple of the Year (2017-2018)
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From Your Couple of the Year
Guess What Happened At Wings Over the Smokies, 2018?
You wouldn’t believe what happened to us at Wings
Over the Smokies! We were selected as the District
Couple! Neither Debra nor I can still quite believe it. It
was nice to have so many NC-X members there cheering
us on. We are proud to honor our Chapter and continue
the tradition of standing for Selection. We are also
proud to work with the District MEPC’s,
Sue and Charles Langley, to love, help and inspire all of the North Carolina couples for this next
year. And let’s not forget the wonderful job the Kennedy’s did this past year! NC-X now has
back to back District COY’s! I think that rocks!
Debra and I had the wonderful experience of riding out with Rosy and Sandie Rosenthal. Teddy
Harding and ‘Puddin’ followed in their SUV. It was smooth sailing, traveling highway 64 to I-40.
But soon after Statesville, it started to rain. Then it rained some more. We decided to continue
until the looming clouds were dark and ominous. So, we put on the rain gear and pushed on.
Unfortunately, it rained on and off the rest of the way to Waynesville.
Debra attended the Sky-Med presentation to see what it was all about and wound up winning a
week’s vacation! She is so lucky! Ok, I’m the lucky one to have her as my lifetime companion.
We also managed to squeeze in a guided ride. It was a nice ride through the mountains. Sixteen
bikes came along for the ride.
We had such FUN participating in the Selection process. We had heard stories of how stressful it
made others. But Debra and I found it to be quite enjoyable. We are hoping the next NC-X
couple decides to stand for Selection. If so, they have lots of help in the Turner’s, Kennedy’s
and us.
Unfortunately, NC-X did not come away unscathed. Teddy Harding was taken to the Emergency
room because he became unable to walk. Fortunately, he was at the rally with many friends to
help him. You probably saw the email from John Bryant about his condition. He is now back
home and recovering from his illness.
The ride home was the opposite of the ride there. It started out ok but soon rain found us and
the Rosenthal’s again. The rain stayed with us through the mountains, past Lake Lure, all the
way to I-40. Along the way I completed my 25,000 safe miles to make it to Level 4 in the Level’s
program. Once we were past Statesville, the rain stopped and the rest of the journey home was
great. It was so nice riding with another couple.

HavingFUN with our Family of Friends
James and Debra
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2018 Wings Over The Smokies Adventure
Wednesday
Sandie and I met up with James, Debra, Teddy and Debbie
at 9:00 am to head out towards this year's Wings over the
Smokies' rally. Lots of blue sky and the temperature was
great and getting warmer as time went on.
James was leading the ride and I was acting as Tail
Gunner. Off we went.
James led us on some residential roads down to the interstate. We stayed on the interstate
until we came to route 64 and west towards Waynesville.
West bounding down the road, clear Carolina Blue Skies, warm temperatures and light to
medium traffic. Not a cloud to be seen. YET! Going down the road, an easy ride as we got used
to each of our individual ridding styles and began to mesh as a great riding team. James is a
great ride leader and shows a lot of respect for each of the other riders in the group.
I took the time to look around and saw a lot of things that should be present. Homes,
businesses', some farms, gas stations and the such. Then I saw something that said “country,” a
large field of long green grass, surrounded by tall trees. In the middle rear of the field was an
old red barn with a tin roof standing tall. No other building were around it, just lush green
grass. Yup, we were heading west as the road was down to one lane each way.
The more we headed west, the more the sky was getting cloudy. It really did not look like rain,
just puffy clouds with dark bottoms. The more we went on, the more clouds formed and the
sky became darker in front of us and to our right. Left of us the sky was bright, but with milky
white clouds floating around.
We stopped for lunch at the intersection of rte 64 and interstate 40 near Statesville. After
lunch we got on 40 and headed west. The clouds were getting thicker and thicker, but still had
some peaks of sun light poking through. After about 12 miles, a light rain started to hit the
windshields and we chose to not stop thinking we could ride though the light rain. None of the
cars coming towards us had their windshield wipers active.
Then we crested a hill and saw a massive rain storm just in front of us. We were caught on the
interstate and could not stop to put on rain gear. We drove about 4 miles and found an exit and
pulled off to a gas station and hid under the awning to put on rain gear. The rain was pouring
off the awning all around us and I was already soaked from just the short time on the
interstate.

Photo By
Rosy Rosenthal
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We got back on the interstate, stayed at a slower safe speed when possible and headed west.
The rain would stop, the roads would dry, then the rain would start all over again. Heavy at
times and just a pain other times. 140 miles of rain.
We powered west until we had to split apart to our respective motels for the night. Tomorrow
we will be at the rally working at registration for a bit. It is not supposed to rain tomorrow
during the day, only at night...........time will tell.
Thursday
Woke up this morning hearing the sound of rain. Looked outside and saw the rain hitting the
asphalt and splashing upwards. Not a real good sign. Went back to bed and rolled back over to
sleep.
Woke up again and found that the rain had stopped. Good. We got up and walked up the street
a bit to a nice breakfast place. Looked like an early 60s design restaurant with the original
booths. Had a real nice meal at a reasonable price. When we left the restaurant, I looked up at
the hills and mountains and saw the tops were covered in a white gauze like mist just hanging
on the top of the trees. Went back to the hotel and drove up to the fair grounds to start our
turn at registration at 12:00 noon.
Chapter X took over from another chapter and stayed on post until 4:00 when registration
closed for the day. There really did not seem to be a great rush for folks to register for WOS.
Steady stream of people, but not big lines with people waiting their turn.
Rain came down, sometimes light and sometimes so hard one could not see the parking area.
Looking around, I was wondering if all the rain and prior storms and hurricane had something to
do with the lack of people pouring in the front door. There were folks from several different
states attending and it was really nice to see how much folks from other states like to come to
WOS.
Quite of few of Chapter X members elected to go out to dinner after opening ceremonies were
complete. Good time had by all.
The person who owns our motel told us that he had quite a few cancellations due to Hurricane
Florence. Hopefully, more folks will arrive tomorrow as the rain is supposed to end tonight.
Tomorrow is a new day. Hope it is dry.
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Friday
0400 hours, ( 4:00 AM ,) it is still dark out. Looked out the window. Rain, rain, rain, and
more rain. Went back to bed hoping that later will be dry.
Later
The sky was clear, the temperature was cool and the air was clean. We walked back to the
near by restaurant and had breakfast before heading out to the rally.
Arrived at the rally and I noticed quite a few more folks were there. The parking lots had a
lot more bikes, trikes and other vehicles. YEA! When we went inside the main hall, there was
lots happening and folks milling around. Good sign of happy members. We saw a few old
friends and met some new ones along the way.
Sandie and I watched the District Couple of the Year event and had a great time watching
the couples present themselves to the judges. It brought back a lot of great memories of
when we presented ourselves in the District and Region Couple of the Year and International
Couple of the Year programs. We met sooooooooo many people and made a lot of friends
along the way. The Couple of the Year program is a FUN time for all involved. Both couples
did an outstanding job. Waiting for the closing ceremonies to find out who is the next North
Carolina Couple.
After the Couple program, we went out to the vendor's area to look around. Lots of nice stuff
both inside the building and outside. We did not buy much, but had a good timeTickets
talking$ to
2
the folks.
We signed up for a guided tour for Saturday morning along with James and Debra. We need
to be there fairly early for the ride. After which, we are planning on going through the Wings
Though Time museum.
Sandie and I decided to go for a ride into the mountains as the air was clear and the roads
were dry. Off we went. We had no plan, just pointed the bikes into the mountains on two
lane roads. Had a great ride and came back the same roads because the roads were so
wonderful. Lots of lush green trees, grass and the like. Small towns and we rode through
Cherokee. On the far side of Cherokee, I saw several lone silos covered by vines and rust.
Open fields of grass and small stature trees, At one point, the kudzu was back covering
everything with the vines following the phone and power cables over the roadway and
dropping down towards the roadway.
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Along the way there was a sign in front of a small motel. “ I have traveled the road to no
where, now where in Hell am I now?
(My biker reply: “ Who Cares, keep on going.”)
After arriving back at our motel, we started to take a break from a busy day. Can not wait
until tomorrow.
Saturday
We got out of bed and was greeted by a cool, clear morning. Temperature in the low 60s and
the mist was held at bay on the top of the local mountains. We walked to the restaurant for
another breakfast watching the sun come up, lighting up the top of the mountains and
displaying all the greenery.
After breakfast we left for the WOS venue to participate in the morning ride. 16 motorcycles
of various types, colors and gizmo's and gadgets. Once the pre-ride meeting was done, we
went off on our adventure.
The first part of our journey was on two lane high speed slab roadway. The roadway was
surrounded by trees, hills and mountains. The sun was coming up and created shadows along
the mountains when the clouds came into play. Sometimes, large patches of the mountain side
was dark with shade and the rest was lit up with multiple shades of green. We followed the
curves and valleys for about 25 miles before we left the slab and went onto single lane
roadways.
Curvy roads going through hills and valleys with some homes, lots of open fields with bales of
hay rolled up waiting for pick up. A few lone concrete silos stood along with the outline of an
old building on their edges. Further on, farm houses and private homes. Sometimes we would
see an old weathered building with the side planks coming loose and other old buildings
leaning on abandoned footings.
The sky was at one point getting cloudy and then cleared up for the rest of the afternoon to
shine a bright Carolina blue with puffy clouds floating along at a leisurely pace. Perfect day to
ride the country side.
We were taken through the small town of Franklin and onto a small road going into the
mountains. Now the adventure started. The road makes Deal's Gap, Back of the Dragon, Wolf
Pen Gap and any other twisty mountain road look straight. Mile after mile, up and down the
mountain range we road through tight, hair pin turns, hard right and left turns on an uphill
climb surrounded by trees. The sun was having a hard time getting down to the pavement.
This was the perfect motorcycle road, or so I thought..
After about an hour of this great ride, our ride leader told us the best was yet to come. He
was right. We entered the Nantahala Dam and spill way road way going down the mountain
side. We followed the river of water from the dam as the flood gates were opened for the
white water river runners. The river was moving faster than we were and I spent a lot of time
looking around and enjoying nature at her finest. This went on for more miles and we were
slowed down by the hordes of rafters getting in and out of the river. A great sight to see the
rafters going down the river having a good time when we were having a great time.
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Too soon we headed back to the WOS venue as the ride was supposed to have ended at 12:00
noon and we got back at 1:45 pm.
We went to the closing ceremonies and it started off with a tribute to our North Carolina
members who we have lost recently. I was honored to be the candle bearer for Paul Trahan ( a
Chaper X founder,) who we lost a scant month ago. On a better note, Chapter X's James and
Debra earned the honor of District Couple of the Year!!!!!!!!!.
What a great way to end the rally. I must say that I noticed that the percentage of trikes vs.
two wheel bikes seem to have gone up and the number of persons driving 4 wheels seems to
have increased also.
The rally was fun and I hope to be able to attend next year. We need more Chapter X folks to
attend as part of our family.
Sunday, heading home.
We met up with the NEW NORTH CAROLINA DISTRICT COUPLE OF THE YEAR, James and Debra
from our own Chapter X. We started out in on a cloudy and cool trip heading towards Chimney
Rock State Park and Lake Lure. Sandie had a route all planned out to include some great twisty
mountain roads.
Off we went at a comfortable pace. We left the slab highway and went onto a two lane road
which led us into a light commercial area. Looking up at the mountains in front of us the mist/
fog was floating gentle across the mountain trees. Wisps of white surrounded by the green of
the forest. Beautiful sight to see.
We started to climb into the mountain on a really twisty road. Hard turn right, hard turn left,
hard turn right, hard turn left.......just keep turning and climbing. A light mist started to
surround us as we entered the cloud bank. Great road with greenery all around us.
Shortly, the mist turned into a light rain and we started to look for a place to stop and get our
rain gear on. No such luck. The road had no viable turn offs or places to stop safely. The rain
got hard and we got soaked. We finally found a place to pull off in the rain storm; however,
Sandie and I could not get the bikes safely on their kick stands due to the angle of the pull off.
We got more soaked.
We drove into the town of Chimney Rock and found out that the state park was closed. The
gates were locked and we could not even look in if we wanted to. Not FAIR!
We stopped in town and Sandie and I put on our rain gear over our wet clothing and we all
drove off to see Lake Lure. The rain got harder, but we were able to see glimpse of the lake.
We drove on through the area and traveled east towards home. The roads were wet and the
rain would let up somewhat and then increase for a while.
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The roads themselves were great motorcycle roads with twists, turns, climbs and descends
towards the mountain floor. We went on for several miles until some idiot put up a stop light.
Who in their right mind would put a STOP light along a perfectly good motorcycle road?
We finally made it to dry road and were back heading east on the slab. Stopped outside of
Winston Salem for a late lunch and off we went again. James said he knew a great way to get
home once we were past Durham. He led us on some quiet residential streets and across some
lakes. Gentle curves, higher speed roads for quite a few miles.. What a wonderful way to end
a long ride. James really out did himself on this.
All in all we had a great trip and hope to do it again.

Stay Safe,
Rosy
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JUST LISTEN
One of Meriam Webster’s many definitions of family is, “a group of people united by certain
convictions or a common affiliation.” That is GWRRA; we are Family. But what happens when
there are groups of people within the family who are united by their own certain convictions
and their own common affiliations? Some may call that a clique….. or is it? After all, aren’t
most families made up of several smaller subsets of families? It’s all a matter of perspective.
For example, at first glance, what do you see in this picture?
If you see a young woman with her head turned to the right, you are
correct. If you see and old woman with a large nose and protruding
chin, you are correct. How can this be? How can two people look at
one picture, see two completely different things yet what they both
see are true? The answer is simple. What you see depends on the
angle from which you are looking.
If you take the time to listen, I will explain why the picture looks different to me than it does
to you. I don’t need you to agree, I don’t even need you to understand. I just need you to
respect my point of view. If you take the time to listen, you may discover that what you
perceived to be disrespect was merely frustration. When others attempt to pull you on their
side (as family members do) challenge yourself to consider all sides. Just Listen!
To paraphrase an unknown author:
When I ask you to listen to me and you start giving me advice, you have not done what I asked.
When I ask you to listen to me and you begin to tell me why I shouldn't feel that way, you are
trampling on my feelings. When I ask you to listen to me and you feel you have to do something
to solve my problem, you have failed me, strange as that may seem. Listen! All I ask is that
you listen. Don't talk or do - just hear me. Advice is free- a google search will get you both
Oprah and Dr. Phil. And I can do for myself; I am not helpless; maybe discouraged and
faltering, but not helpless. When you do something for me that I can and need to do for
myself, you contribute to my fear and inadequacy. But when you accept as a simple fact that I
feel what I feel, no matter how irrational it may seem, then I can stop trying to convince you
and get about the business of understanding what's behind my feelings. And when that's clear,
the answers are obvious. So please listen, and just hear me. And if you want to talk, wait a
minute for your turn, and I will listen to you.
Within all families, there are conflicts and disagreements. If we are honest, there are days
when some family members just don’t plain like each other. It’s easy to get angry; it’s easy to
walk away. But I would like to challenge each of us to first consider someone else’s
perspective. Look at the picture from a different angle. In other words, JUST LISTEN.

Janice Bryant
GWRRA NC-X Member
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Let us hear from you. Tell us about your trip, share some
photos.
Your chapter would love to hear about your triumphs,
family additions, celebrations and any good news you
would like to share.
We are family. We like hearing from you!
Reminder: Write an article and submit it to me at
Editor@WakeForestWings.org
While James and I were going through couples selection I was not able to take pictures.
But Pat Jordan from NC chapter S2 was happy to take my camera and fill in for me. Thank
you Pat for taking pictures of the happening while we were on stage during selection and
for the District announcement.

Happy Reading!
Debra K. Lawler

Click below and read Newsletters from:
North Carolina District
And GWRRA Insight
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Some members of the NC-X and GWRRA family need a little
Tender Loving Care. Please keep them in your prayers.
To all who need healing, not well and who have lost loved ones in
May. May you find comfort in knowing your GWRRA family of
friends are thinking about you.

Birthdays
Jimmy Broadway
Debra Holton
James Lawler
Sandie Rosenthal
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Goose & Dorothy Richards
Roger & Sue Turner
GWRRA Anniversary
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NC-X September “Participation”
NC-C2 Smithfield 8/7
Glenn Kennedy

WOts 9/26 - 9/30
John Bryant
Jan Bryant
Deetra Watson
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Roger and Dolores Patterson
James and Debra Lawler
Jimmy and Beth Broadway
Teddy Harding
Deborah Kearney
Dean Holton
Gil and Debra Holton
Rosy and Sandi Rosenthal
Dale and Jane Petzoid

NC-X Wake Forest 8/12
John Bryant
James and Debra Lawler
Joy Kennedy
Teddy and Puddin Kearney
Rosy and Sandy Rosenthall
Dale and Jane Petzoid
Roger and Sue Turner
Brad Bradford
Andre Eason
Dean Holton
Fred and James Hanes.
John Gunther

Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”. Participation = FUN.
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Rick Yost
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Wake Forest Wings, NC-X Calendar October 2018
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursda y

Frida y

Saturday

1

2
6:30pm NC-C2
Smithfield

3

4
6:30pm
NC-D
Greenville
X-oberFest
Planning
Mtg 6:30

5

6
NC-S2
Gathering 10:00
AM

7
NC-E2
Elizabeth City
Poker Run
9:00 AM

8

9

10

11

12

13
X-toberFest
9:00 AM2:00PM

14

15

16
6:3pm NC-E

17

18
6:30pm
NC-H2
Durham
6:30 NCF2 Garner

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
12:30pm NCK2
Fayetteville

29

30

31

6:30pm NC-Z
Rocky Mount

NC State
Fair Senior
Day

Chapter
Gathering
Golden
Coral 5:00
PM

Birthdays
this month
Jimmy
Broadway
Debra Holton
James Lawler
Sandie
Rosenthal

Anniversaries
this month
Goose &
Dorothy
Richards
Roger & Sue
Turner
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2003 Honda VTX 1300S $3000
Has 40,464 loving sMILEs. Never dropped.
Extras:
J&M CB mount with antenna,
Extra single person seat
Seat vibrates to remind you turn signal is on,
Hard saddlebags,
Lowering Kit, New battery, New Carbs,
Sissy Bar with Pad & Bag, new Whitewall Tires, LED lights, Plugs
for battery tender & Gerbing clothing..
Asking $3000 OBO
Contact Sandie Rosenthal
Sandie <DreamsSewn@aol.com> or call or text at 919 671-1342
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Support All Our Advertisers
11016 Capital Blvd., Wake
Forest NC 27587
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Thank You to our Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors
when you are in need of the
Products and Services they
provide.

Your Ad Could Go Here!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wake Forest Wings (GWRRA Chapter NC-X) is located in Wake Forest, NC.
Our Newsletter is circulated to a diverse group of people all over North
Carolina and is also sent to the Region staff that resides in North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. In addition,
your advertising will appear on the Chapter’s website
(www.wakeforestwings.org).
The advertising rates listed below are for 12 consecutive months – 12
issues and can be modified anytime without additional charges.
 Business card - $25.00
One quarter page - $50.00 
One half page - $75.00
Full page - $100.00
Please contact newsletter editor, at editor@wakeforestwings.org

____________________________________________
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Presidential Assistants
Bob & Nan Shrader
floridadd@msn.com

North Carolina
District Team
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National Team
Director of GWRRA
Anita Alkire
director@gwrra.org
Rider Education
Bob & Althea Berry
director-re@gwrra.org

District Directors
Cindy & Roy Bryant
rcbryant@suddenlink.net

Director Of Training
Clara Bolt
toledotriker@gmail.com

Assistant Directors, East
Austin & Peggy Gauthier
austing@mac.com
peggyrm@icloud.com

Membership Enhancement
Larry & Penny Anthony
mepgwrra@gmail.com

